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Saito 1 Hibacho and Grill

Commercial dishwasher Chlorine 50 130

Walk in cooler
Walk in freezer
Prep cooler
Refrigerator
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Fried rice
Cooked Chicken
Cooked chicken
Cooked shrimp
Raw chicken
White rice
rice and chicken

Hot Holding
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Cold Holding
Hot Holding
Reheating
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13: Raw steak stored over raw shrimp in walk in cooler and prep Cooler. 
14: Microwaves are dirty and needs to be washed,rinsed and sanitized. I 
observed kitchen chef reheating food in microwave   
19: Food sitting on counter snd not maintain
21: Produce prepped on yesterday was not date marked. (Zucchini ) 
35: Unlabeled food. Please label food thats not in original package 
36: Gnats present in Kitchen 
37: Food uncovered in top freezer. 
39: Wiping cloths are stored on counter and by grill. Please place in sanitizer 
bucket 
45: Produce (green)cutting board have too many grooves and its stained. Please 
replace. 
45: Refrigerator needs to be washed rinsed and sanitized. 
47: Cabinets in waitress area are dirty and need to be cleaned. Grease build up 
on cooking equiptment. 
51: Wallpaper peeling in women’s restroom   
52: Dumpster door is open. Please close door.  
53: Ceiling vents are dusty.
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See last page for additional comments.
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Person in charge was not on site when I initially arrived.   

I asked kitchen chef how long the shrimp,rice and chicken been sitting on counter and he told me 10 minutes.
 I checked temperature and all were under 100 degrees Fahrenheit except the left side of the chicken bowl. 
When i temp the right side it was 150 degrees and the left side was 99. So I asked the kitchen chef did he put 
two different batches of chicken in the same bowl. He stated he had some chicken left in bowl and when he 
added more chicken. I told him not to do that again. 

Once person in charge arrived I informed him that the food can not be left sitting on the counter. It has to be hot 
held at 135 degrees Fahrenheit or above or at 41 degrees Fahrenheit or below. I recommend him to get a hot 
box. I also told him about time as a public health. He then stated that he knew about that because did time as a 
public health when he worker at Popeyes

Additional Comments


